
Villa in Nueva Andalucia
Nueva Andalucia, Costa del Sol

€1,998,000
Ref: SP4689577

Our Newest Addition: Luxe Living in Nueva Andalucía In the heart of Marbella's prestigious Nueva Andalucía, amidst
the serene province of Malaga, lies Villa Jasmine—a testament to luxurious living harmoniously combined with
convenience. A mere whisper away from a rich selection of restaurants, shopping venues, essential pharmacies, and
the pristine beachfront, Villa Jasmine stands as an ideal locale for those who cherish peacefulness with the added
benefit of nearby conveniences. This expansive villa, boasting six generously sized bedrooms, is perfectly tailored
for a sizable family or hosting guests, offering unparalleled comfort and privacy. The residence features four
elegantly designed bathrooms, ensuring morning routines are seamless and hassle-free. Each bedroom is a
sanctuary of c...
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Property Description

Location: Nueva Andalucia, Costa del Sol, Spain

Our Newest Addition: Luxe Living in Nueva Andalucía

In the heart of Marbella's prestigious Nueva Andalucía, amidst the serene province of Malaga, lies
Villa Jasmine—a testament to luxurious living harmoniously combined with convenience. A mere
whisper away from a rich selection of restaurants, shopping venues, essential pharmacies, and the
pristine beachfront, Villa Jasmine stands as an ideal locale for those who cherish peacefulness with
the added benefit of nearby conveniences.

This expansive villa, boasting six generously sized bedrooms, is perfectly tailored for a sizable family
or hosting guests, offering unparalleled comfort and privacy. The residence features four elegantly
designed bathrooms, ensuring morning routines are seamless and hassle-free. Each bedroom is a
sanctuary of comfort, adorned with stylish decor and furnishings that radiate warmth and welcome.

The villa's private, heated swimming pool is more than just a swimming venue; it's a tranquil retreat
for soaking up the sun and admiring the stunning vistas of the mountains that stretch beyond. The
presence of a private garden adds to the villa's charm, providing a verdant oasis for relaxation or
leisure activities under the sun. Additionally, the convenience of a private garage is a boon for vehicle
owners, offering secure parking right at home.

Crafted with the concept of luxury living at its core, Villa Jasmine is equipped with state-of-the-art
amenities to ensure maximum comfort. The entire property is air-conditioned to maintain a cool
ambiance on the sunniest days, and an alarm system secures peace of mind for residents. Double-
glazed windows not only contribute to the villa's energy efficiency but also create a serene, noise-
insulated environment. Embrace the opportunity to indulge in the majestic mountain scenery that
envelops this magnificent home, making every moment an experience in awe.

Discover Nueva Andalucía
Nueva Andalucía isn't just about the luxurious lifestyle; it's a community rich in culture, surrounded by
breathtaking natural beauty and equipped with amenities that cater to every need. From the vibrant
local dining scene to the lush, green golf courses and the azure Mediterranean Sea nearby, Nueva
Andalucía offers a unique blend of leisure and adventure.

Make Villa Jasmine your next home and immerse yourself in the elegance and charm of Nueva
Andalucía.
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Additional Info

For Sale Beds: 6 Baths: 4

Type: Villa Area: 385 m2 Land Area: 998 m2

Features: Fitted Wardrobes,
Private Terrace, Utility Room,

Ensuite Bathroom, Double
Glazing

Setting: Town / Close To Shops
/ Close To Sea / Urbanisation

Orientation: South

Condition: Excellent / Recently
Renovated

Pool: Private / Heated
Climate Control: Air

Conditioning / Fireplace

Views: Garden / Pool /
Courtyard / Street

Kitchen: Fully Fitted Garden: Private

Parking: Private Category: Resale
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